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LONGITUDINAL EMITTANCE BLOW-UP IN THE LHC
P. Baudrenghien#, A. Butterworth, M. Jaussi, T. Mastoridis, G. Papotti, E. Shaposhnikova,
J. Tuckmantel, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
The LHC relies on Landau damping for longitudinal
stability. To avoid decreasing the stability margin at high
energy, the longitudinal emittance must be continuously
increased during the acceleration ramp. Longitudinal
blow-up provides the required emittance growth. The
method was implemented through the summer of 2010.
We inject band-limited RF phase-noise in the main
accelerating cavities during the whole ramp of about 11
minutes. Synchrotron frequencies change along the
energy ramp, but the digitally created noise tracks the
frequency change. The position of the noise-band, relative
to the nominal synchrotron frequency, and the bandwidth
of the spectrum are set by pre-defined constants, making
the diffusion stop at the edges of the demanded
distribution. The noise amplitude is controlled by
feedback using the measurement of the average bunch
length. This algorithm reproducibly achieves the
programmed bunch length of about 1.2 ns (4 ) at flat top
with low bunch-to-bunch scatter and provides a stable
beam for physics coast.

MOTIVATION FOR BLOW-UP
The first attempt to ramp single bunch, nominal
intensity (1.1 1011 p) took place on May 15th, 2010. At
injection, the bunch was 1.2-1.3 ns long (4 ), with 0.30.4 eVs longitudinal emittance and this emittance was
preserved during capture. Ramping was done with a
constant 8 MV. Towards the end of the ramp, as the bunch
length shrank down below 600 ps, a violent longitudinal
instability developed, due to loss of Landau damping [1].
This behaviour did not come as a surprise; it was
consistent with LHC longitudinal stability studies done in
2000 [2]. During acceleration, the threshold for loss of
Landau damping scales as [1]
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where  is the longitudinal emittance. For a constant
emittance the threshold quickly drops with energy,
explaining the instability observed in the first ramp. The
energy for the observed onset of instability is consistent
with the estimated 0.06  inductive impedance of the
LHC [1]. The LHC RF design specified longitudinal
blow-up during the ramp to keep the threshold constant
[2]. By inspection of equation (1), the stability margin is
preserved if the emittance grows according to
(2)
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In the operational LHC blow-up implementation, we keep
the bunch length Lconstant during the ramp. The
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emittance then grows as the bucket area (the bucket filling
factor is constant). We have
(3)
  E 1/ 2V 1/ 2
As the voltage increases during the ramp, the fixed bunch
length blow-up actually improves the stability margin
during the acceleration.
The narrow-band impedance threshold was also studied in
the RF design [2]. It is shown that, to avoid decreasing the
threshold during the cycle, the emittance should be
increased with energy at least as
(4)
  E1/ 2 /V 1/ 6
Again the constant bunch length blow-up results in a
faster than strictly necessary emittance increase.

LONGITUDINAL EMITTANCE BLOW-UP
The LHC blow-up is inspired by the SPS system [3] but
the LHC case is different: much longer ramp making the
process smoother, short bunches in a single RF system
with small synchrotron frequency spread, and almost no
effect of bunch intensity (lower machine inductive
impedance and much better compensation of the periodic
beam loading). We excite the beam with RF phase noise
acting on the fundamental RF system (400.8 MHz). The
frequency of a single-particle synchrotron oscillation
depends on the peak amplitude of its trajectory pk
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with s0 the synchrotron frequency of the zero-amplitude
oscillation (figure 1).

Figure 1: s/s0 as a function of the maximum phase
deviation in radian. Stationary bucket.
This dependance can be used to selectively excite the
particles in a chosen region centred around the core of the
bunch. Assume, for example, that the phase noise
spectrum extends from s0 down to 0.85 s0
(corresponding to an amplitude of phase oscillation equal
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to /2 in Fiigure 1). Byy exciting with
w
a phase noise
spectrum exttending betweeen these freqquencies, we would
w
drive the parrticles of the core
c
of the bunnch in synchrrotron
resonnance but,
b when thee amplitude of
o their oscilllation
exceeds /2, they would see
s no more coherent
c
excitaation.
Diffusion shoould thereforee stabilize arouund that pointt. The
bunch lengtth can be precisely coontrolled by fine
adjustment of
o the lower frequency of the phase noise
spectrum. Foor 1.2 ns 4  target buncch length, wee use
excitation in the band
6
(6)
 s 0    1.1 s 0
7
w do
The upper frrequency exceeeds s0 to guuarantee that we
not miss thee core. The beam
b
intensityy has a negliigible
impact on thhe incoherent synchrotron frequency shhift in
the LHC: thhe broadband inductive im
mpedance (0.006 )
reduces s0 by
b 1% only att maximum buunch intensityy, and
the periodic beam loadingg is well below
w 0.5 % in vooltage
[4]. We use a flat Poweer Spectral Deensity (PSD).. The
excitation is applied durinng the acceleraation ramp annd the
spectrum of the phase noiise must trackk the changing s0
(Figure 2).

Figure 2: Syynchrotron frequency in Hzz (blue), loweer and
upper frequeencies for phaase noise exccitation during the
ramp accordiing to equation (6).
m has been devveloped for thhe generation of
o the
An algorithm
phase noisee samples with
w
the requuired time-vaarying
spectrum [5].

FEEDBAC
CK FROM
M MEASUR
RED LENG
GTH
When blow
w-up was firsst tested in thhe LHC the bunch
b
would indeeed grow quicckly till it reeached the leength
correspondinng to the loweer synchrotronn frequency in
i the
excitation sppectrum, but diffusion wouuld not comee to a
complete stoop then. The rate
r
would juust be reducedd. An
on-line meassurement of the
t bunch lenngth was avaiilable
from the LH
HC Beam Quaality Monitoriing system (B
BQM)
[6] and couldd be used for feedback,
f
to continuously
c
a
adjust
the amplitudde of the noisee, for a more precise contrrol of
the blow-up.. The algorithhm updates the amplitude of
o the
phase noise excitation xn from meaasurement off the
instantaneous bunch lengtth Ln (averageed over all bunnches
a comparisoon with the tarrget L0
of one ring) and
xn1  a.xn  g .( L0  Ln )

if xn1  0 then xn1  0
if xn1  1 then xn1  1

(7)

me index. We have one up
pdate every 5
Heree n is the tim
seconds, limited by
b the rate of the BQM outtput (0.2 Hz)..
The variable xn is a dimensionlless factor (raanging from 0
to 1)): the phase nooise excitationn signal is the product of xn
times a fixed leveel, correspondding to the maaximum noisee
or this reason,,
ampllitude, presenttly set at 2 degrees rms. Fo
xn is called the Blowup
B
Gain. The algorithm
m is a simplee
LPF), driven bby the differeence betweenn
low--pass filter (L
meassured length and
a target, witth clamping. The
T excitationn
is sw
witched off (x=0)
(
if the length exceeeds the targett
(bun
nch longer thhan desired) and it satu
urates at thee
maxiimum 2 degreees rms (x=1)). The parameeter a definess
the filtering of thhe BQM datta, intended to
t reduce thee
meassurement noisse: we use a=0.64, corressponding to a
LPF time constannt of 11.2 secoonds, i.e. an av
veraging overr
ng a should bee
two BQM data pooints only. Forr good trackin
f a reactionn at least as ffast as the observed bunchh
set for
lengtth transients. Its optimizatiion has been empirical.
e
Forr
shortt bunches, leengthening ccaused by ph
hase noise iss
prop
portional to thee PSD S(f) ssampled by th
he beam at thee
syncchrotron frequency
dL2
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For a fixed noisse level, thee diffusion iss fast at thee
begin
nning of the ramp
r
(large synchrotron frrequency) andd
tends to slow down
d
with time as the synchrotronn
uency decreaases (Figure 2). The parrameter g iss
frequ
thereefore a function, increaased four-folld from thee
begin
nning to the end of the raamp to keep the effect onn
beam
m diffusion coonstant. For a good tracking
g (minimizingg
the deviations duuring the ram
mp) and a go
ood precisionn
o the end-ram
mp figure), it should be ass
(reprroducibility of
largee as possible. But its rannge is limited
d by stabilityy
conssiderations duue to the low
w 0.2 Hz upd
date rate (seee
below
w). Figure 3 shows the peerformance off the blow-upp
durin
ng a fill withh 1380 nomiinal intensity bunches perr
ring.. Displayed arre the mean buunch length (aaveraged overr
the 1380 bunchees of one rinng) and the instantaneouss
Blowup Gain) during the 11 minutes longg
excittation level (B
ramp
p (starting at minute
m
17, endding at 28 on the
t horizontall
axis)).
dt



Figu
ure 3: Bunch length
l
(mean over 1380 bu
unches/beam))
and excitation
e
(Blowup Gain) dduring the ram
mp.
The target bunch length L0 is set at 1.25 nss. Just beforee
startiing the ramp,, the mean buunch length is 1.27 ns, forr
both
h beams. The adiabatic buunch shorteniing is clearlyy
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visible as soon as the ramp starts. The blow-up feedback
reacts and stabilizes the length after about one minute.
The following evolution is somewhat chaotic (notice the
very fast jumps by more than 100 ps), but the algorithm
correctly adapts the excitation level, reducing it when the
bunch lengthens, and increasing it when it shrinks. Blowup stops at the end of the ramp with, in this example, an
achieved 1.18 ns in Beam 1 and 1.15 ns in Beam 2. The
performance shown is typical: the fill to fill
reproducibility is within ±50 ps.

BUNCH LENGTH EQUALIZATION
A very good feature of the blow-up is the reduction of
the dispersion in bunch length: at the end of the injection
plateau we would typically have ±200 ps variation
between the bunches. Part of this spread is caused by the
injector, the rest is due to the Intra Beam Scattering,
violent at injection energy, that blows-up the emittance of
the bunches injected at the beginning of the filling
sequence, which is never shorter than 15 minutes. After
blow-up in the LHC ramp the spread is reduced to ±30 ps.
Thanks to the band-limited phase noise spectrum,
diffusion does indeed slow down at the desired amplitude.
Figures 3 and 4 correspond to the same fill. Figure 4
shows the bunch length statistics, over the 1380 bunches
of beam 2, through the acceleration ramp: the overall
± 200 ps spread observed at the start of the ramp is
reduced to ± 30 ps on flat top. The standard deviation is
reduced from 60 ps to 15 ps.

TUPZ010

mean bunch length jumps by 150 ps in only 30 seconds.
Such a fast reaction is not physically possible without a
change of bunch profile. The BQM extracts the Full
Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) for each bunch, and
estimates the 4  equivalent length assuming a Gaussian
profile [6]. Rapid changes of beam profile have been
observed during the ramp, which have a big impact on the
FWHM measurement and result in the observed
transients. During rapid changes of profile, it is not clear
how any measurement can precisely drive the amplitude
of the blow-up noise. A study of possible correlation of
these fast transients with the distribution of bunch lengths
along the ring, the mean bunch length at the beginning of
the ramp, or the bunch intensities, was unsuccessful so
far. Another tentative explanation for these jumps is the
crossing of the 50 Hz synchrotron frequency line during
the ramp but this was not confirmed by the observations.
The phase noise is injected on the synchrotron side-bands
of the RF frequency. If it were injected in the cavity drive
directly, the Beam Phase Loop (BPL), responsible for
minimizing the noise in this very sensitive frequency
band would cancel it [4]. The noise is therefore added as
an offset in the BPL. This results in the desired phase
noise spectrum, between the beam phase (averaged over
all bunches) and the cavity field but gives no direct
control of the actual voltage. An alternative is to inject the
noise on a revolution frequency harmonic (at rf ± nrev ±
s) that is invisible to the BPL with a symmetric machine
filling as it averages over one turn.

CONCLUSIONS
Longitudinal blow-up is essential for the stability of the
LHC beam. We keep the bunch length at a set-value
during the ramp, thereby providing sufficient longitudinal
emittance increase to preserve Landau damping.
Stabilization of the bunch length is also essential to limit
the beam induced heating of some machine elements
(beam screen and kickers). In addition the blow-up
reduces the spread in bunch length during physics,
improving the beam quality and its overall luminosity.
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